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Thematic Taglines
A story of love and betrayal in the sultry South
Chronicles the pernicious fallout of the sexual revolution
Reveals the dark underbelly of radical feminism

Teasers
1. A family man is targeted with a false sexual harassment accusation by an amoral young woman
and her uber-feminist mentor.
2. A corporate executive is targeted with a false sexual harassment complaint by an amoral young
woman and her uber-feminist mentor with harrowing consequences for himself and his family.

Blurbs
(Very short, 62 words) A corporate executive must confront the family secret that underlies his
nascent alcohol abuse or he may lose the wife, son and daughter he deeply loves. But his struggle
encourages a co-worker's dangerous romantic obsession and she attempts to seduce him. Humiliated
by his emphatic rejection, she files a sexual harassment claim against him, with harrowing
consequences for him and his family.
***

(Short, 110 words) In 1983, in moss-hung Verona, Georgia, the tender and tenacious love between a
hardworking man and his adoring wife is tested by sudden adversity. Corporate executive Troy
Stevenson must confront his nasent alcohol abuse or he risks losing the wife, daughter and son he
deeply loves. When his latent destructivness impacts his family, he moves to their weekend cottage
to come to grips with his personal weaknesses.
But busybodies at his company assume he left home because his marriage is in trouble. Encouraged
by the assumption, co-worker Brooke Emerson, an amoral, 1980s material girl romantically obsessed
with Troy, attempts to seduce him, setting in motion a chain of events with far-reaching
consequences.
***
(Long, 173 words) In 1972, they fell in love at first sight. He was a college football star -- goodlooking and smart. She was sweet sixteen -- pretty, artless, chaste. A year later, Troy Stevenson and
Patty Ayers were married.
But in 1983, in moss-hung Verona, Georgia, as they plan to celebrate their tenth wedding
anniversary, the tender and tenacious love between this hardworking man and his adoring wife is
tested by sudden adversity.
Now a corporate executive, Troy must confront an old family secret that underlies his nascent
alcohol abuse or he may lose his wife and the son and daughter he deeply loves. When his latent
destructiveness is unleashed and impacts his family, he moves to their lakeside cottage to come to
grips with his personal weaknesses.
***
(Long, 196 words) Southern Man reveals the pernicious fallout of the sexual revolution and the dark
underbelly of radical feminism.
The story takes readers from the hills of Appalachia to the University of Alabama during the Paul
"Bear" Bryant era; from staid New England to drug-drenched and sex-saturated Haight-Ashbury in
the Summer of Love; from the glittering skyline of Atlanta to moss hung south Georgia -- and
reveals what can happen when a good man becomes the object of lust and the target of vengeance.
In 1983, in moss-hung Verona, Georgia, the tender and tenacious love between a hard working man
and his adoring wife is tested by sudden adversity.
Corporate executive Troy Stevenson must confront his nasent alcohol abuse or he risks losing the
wife, daughter and son he deeply loves. When his latent destructivness impacts his family, he moves
to their weekend cottage to come to grips with his personal weaknesses.
But busybodies at his company assume he left home because his marriage is in trouble. Encouraged
by the assumption, co-worker Brooke Emerson, an amoral, 1980s material girl romantically obsessed
with Troy, attempts to seduce him, setting in motion a chain of events with harrowing consequences
for him and his family.
-End-

